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Original text sent Coding

Hello! Unrelated

NZ and Australia have already 
talked about NZ rep joining a 
meetup in Sydney. Support

Let's do it! Support
� Unrelated

An Australian has offered to 
come over and help with a NZ 
Wine edit-a-thon. Support

Annual Meeting for ESEAP 
Persons Unrelated

Keep the format as it is, no 
need to go large Unrelated

wkwkwkwkwk Unrelated

I think this is a great idea. I 
think it would be best to do the 
CCM for ESEAP first to match 
up people for exchanges. Support

Hmmm... Unrelated

We are all freind. 
Communication each other 
geography, culture, food etc. 
And contribute it :) Unrelated

Looking forward to meet you 
all in the future Unrelated
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I think it's a great idea - even 
while you're on holiday in one 
of ESEAP, you can contact the 
local chapter to learn! Support

Done my intercountry travel 
indonsia in 2012 then Malaysia 
2016. Looking forward to 
Taiwan, Thailand. Support

Rlly support ESEAP Got Talents, 
it'll give the representative 
from the chapter an 
opportunity to learn a lot. 
Need to be discussed further Support

Maybe a chat page on ESEA or 
ESEAP conf page for users to 
note down their expertise and 
skills Unrelated

This is amazing! Unrelated

If there is anyone want to 
explore Myanmar to explore 
local contents or exchange 
idea, you are welcome 
anytime by Myanmar 
Wikipedians. Support

I love you wikipedia! Unrelated

Is this anonymous Unrelated

Can we change the music? Unrelated
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The more well-developed 
chapters can invite the less-
developed chapters, so that 
they can learn:) Support

We would love to have a 
visiting Wikimedia to help us 
out. Support

{{uw-vandalism1}} ~~~~ Unrelated

How about those user groups 
that don’t have office or use 
virtual office? Question

Support. Get a project grant to 
exchange Wikimedians.

Yeah PPAP is good BGM of this 
;) Unrelated

Small projects learn about big 
projects' experience.

Thank you peeps! Unrelated

Macau may want to join our 
group. Soon I'll be in KL and 
Bangkok, eager to learn from 
Wikimedians here. Support

Will you marry me? Unrelated

Go Go Go Unrelated

Dedicate a meta discussion 
page for the conference 
attendees Unrelated

It may need a lot of money? Question
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Huwaw! (Wow) 
�������������������
����������������� Unrelated

Cool idea!

^_^ Unrelated

seeing programs in context 
best learning experiences, 
especially for understanding 
best practices/ common 
solutions to shared problems Support

Yes, I would love to. Support

We should limit regional scale 
and size to boost and speed 
up the work Unrelated

thcere are many talents that 
need exhanging between 
countries Support

Share same agendar is good 
thing Unrelated

Yes! I marry you! Unrelated

Ready to present about 
Wikimedia and local 
languages in Indonesia in 
national seminar next Wed! Unrelated

Upload sunrise photos at 
Sanur beach to Commons 
please Unrelated

Will they get scholarship for 
this? Question

Sorry, I am married Unrelated
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.......... Unrelated

Let us keep ESEAP as it is. 
Intimate and vibrant. Unrelated

We need to plan next year 
ESEAP Con! Unrelated

That's nice initiative. As long as 
i'm not broke. Maybe we 
should change the name. 
Hahaha Unrelated

Wikipedia ESEAP Passport 
program - stay for free at 
other Wikipedians' houses 
while travelling. Unrelated
���� Unrelated

Need Administrator's Channel 
for ESEAP - Problem Resoved is 
very diff, so need insight of 
other language of 
administrators Unrelated

I'm interested in visiting 
Myanmar Unrelated

NZer happy to visit other 
chapters and talk about 
Critter of the Week or how 
Māori language Wikipedia 
might learn from other small 
languages Support

This music is great! Better than 
PPAP Unrelated
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Existing chapters may help 
user groups to transition into 
chapters Support

Glad to meet all of you. (^ω^) Unrelated

ASEAN contest! Unrelated

We can have the visiting 
Wikimedian program like the 
one at WMDE Question

Whens the party? Need drinks Unrelated

{{warning:you have been 
noticed)) Unrelated

ＹＥＡＡＡＡＡＡＡＡＨ！！！！ Unrelated

For the future! For the 
mankind! Wiki will be progress Unrelated

-_-;;;;;; Unrelated

Coffee break Go Go Go Unrelated

Liang is handsome guy :) Unrelated

Asean contest! Unrelated

set up a database of 
needs/skills for exchange 
coordination Support

Keep the ESEAP and let's plan a 
collaborative work! Unrelated

Ready to talk about ESEAP in 
my presentation in uni next 
Wed! Unrelated

Yooooooooo!! Unrelated

i love you, all of this room! Unrelated
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Keep it simple as this 
conference, I really like the 
ambiance and how we can 
share and learn from each 
other Unrelated

Daniel Chong/MYMMMC 
Anyone passing by Kuala 
Lumpur can look me up. I can 
also offer knowledge 
exchange on art & culture 
topics. I Support

77! Unrelated

Liang for Eseap leader! Unrelated

Where is Biyan? Unrelated

Biyanto is handsome too Unrelated

How about those who are not 
part of a chapter or a user 
group? Question
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Original text sent Joke Telegram Whatsapp Facebook Others Chat platform Wiki-based Mailing list Others
Hello again! 1
Telegram? 1
WhatsApp Line Telegram 1 1
Were back 1
IRC? 1

Whatsapp for sure 1
Liang is handsome guy :) 1
ＹＥＡＡＡＡＡＡＡＡＨ！！！！ � 1
telgram please 1
Mailing list just for ESEAP? 1
Use a mailing list for more formal 
communications. Use Whatsapp for daily 
spam. 1 1
The FB group works great 1
Kakaotalk 1
use several channels **
Might be blocked in some countries **
The proposing online agenda for our old 
hub is great �� 1
Nice idea to relaunch community hub. 
Also can utilise tlegram and whatsapp 
groups we have before. 1 1 1
Coffee break is the best communication 
channel 1 *
Mailing list 1
WhatsApp and Facebook chat is hard to 
track, too much noise and hard to keep 
up with the conversation. ***
Pigeons? 1
Viber 1
Anything I don't need install new app.....
poor phone 1 1 *
WhatsApp 1
menti.com :) 1
WhatApp is okay. Can't have more Apps 
on my phone. 1
By hearts 1
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Maybe some sub channels for major 
language groups: Chinese, Malay, etc. 
Avoid English dominance. ***
FB group works fine, as I already use 
Facebook and not want to increase 
another platform to check. 1
Messenger and Facebook 1
Definitely mailing list!! 1
✍�✍�✍�✍� 1
Tinder. 1
KecekTalk! 1
Telepathy 1
meta discussion page for conference 
attendees 1
Would smaller group chats for different 
topics be helpful? Such as a grants 
discussion, a chat group to talk about 
tech tools people need? **
Use Smule! 1
Whatsapp 1
Slack.com 1
The event calendar idea is fantastic! 1

Joke Telegram Whatsapp Facebook Others Chat platform Wiki-based Mailing list Others
Total 12 4 6 3 3 5 5 3

http://Slack.com
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Original text sent Coding
Ola Joking
Party Joking
Go to the Bar, and Drinking! Joking
One more time in ID Host (Indonesia)
Sharing ideas (summary). Followup
Let’s go to the beach! Joking
Discuss about the next host? Host (not Indonesia)
Go to home Joking
Will there be a final / collated report? Followup
ESEAP please help South Asians make their 
own conference Dynamics (ESEAP)
Nap Joking
small number of people - not big number Dynamics (ESEAP)
Oh, just handsome guy passing by. Joking
Continue our discussion on different channel Followup
Do another. Because I really learned a lot 
from this and this is really helpful to develop a 
home community. Longer time is better for it Dynamics (ESEAP); Program (longer conference)
Indonesia for ever. I like visa free entry. Host (Indonesia)
Stay small for now. But more days, more 
program. Dynamics (ESEAP); Program (longer conference)
In Australia would be great, maybe 2.5 days. 
This number is good. ESEA great, v nice for 
Aust and Nz to be allowed in too.

Host (Australia); Program (longer conference); 
Dynamics (ESEAP)

Go to see indomaret or alikes before going to 
KL. For next conference better to keep it small 
and productive. Joking; Scale (less then 100)
As Wikipedia Asian Month succeeded, how 
about “Wikipedia Photo Month to clear 
{{Photo requested}}? Followup
Size and scale should be limited for regional 
level to reach and speed up the work and 
follow up. Followup; Scale (less then 100); Dynamics (ESEAP)
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Original text sent Coding
longer conference, more space between 
sessions, more networking opportunities

Program (longer conference); Program (longer 
session); Program (more networking)

Look out especially for countries that did not 
make it to this conference. Provide some 
translation buddies. Dynamics (ESEAP); Program (translation)
Free talk time for more friendly Program (more networking)
Let’s shout like Kecak Dance last night. Hah 
Hah Hah Hah Hah Hah Hah Jokes aside, let’s 
keep momentum and keep going. Joking; Followup;
Don’t expand (regionally). But maybe add a 
half-day. Dynamics (ESEAP); Program (longer conference)
Keep the scope small like this year but 
prolong the event to three-days conference so 
that we can have more sessions and time for 
networking

Dynamics (ESEAP); Program (longer conference); 
Program (more networking); Program (longer session)

Keep in touch and have #ESEAPCon19 in 
Taiwan! Followup; Host (Taiwan)
Evaluate the current conference and consider 
the findings in the next conference Followup
Write reports! O_O Followup
better keep the number of participants under 
100 so that it is manageable. We should focus 
on quality over quantity. Scale (less then 100)
We should consider a small region, like SEA-
exclusive conference as concerns shared are 
more local. Dynamics (SEA)
Keep it as ESEAP with less then 100 
participants. If too big, then you can go to 
wikimania or WMCON. 3 days event - 
wherever it is.

Dynamics (ESEAP); Scale (less then 100); Program 
(longer conference)

Keep it the same size with same size with 
same countries.

Dynamics (ESEAP); Scale (less then 100); Host 
(Indonesia)

Longer conference with talks from 
experienced Wikimedian

Program (logner conference); Program (Wikimedian 
speakers)

Organise the conference biannually? Frequency (biannual)
We need more open spaces next… Program (networking); Program (longer session)
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Original text sent Coding
yes, longer event but not more people. a 
stranger focus on collaboration for conference 
agenda.

Program (longer conference); Scale (less then 100); 
Program (focus on collaboration)

Keep the conference in indonesia because it 
does not require most countries visa. Allow 
others who aren’t given scholarships attend

Host (Indonesia); Participation (open to non-
scholarship reciever); Host (visa-free countries)

Thailand in 2020? Thailand is in the middle of 
SEA, no visa requirements for most countries, 
and relatively cheaper, means more people. Host (Thailand); Host (visa-free countries)
Booze and weed. Just kidding we should 
decide our problem & it’s solutions. We must 
look perspective from the country without 
participants. Joking; Dynamics (unrepresented countries)
[I don’t speak Khmer] Joking
50-75 people with ESEAP region only. Dynamics (ESEAP); Scale (less then 100)
Merci beaucoup! Joking
Consider alternating between conference in 
one year and “ESEAP’s got talent” exchanges 
and small capacity building workshops the 
next year. Frequency (biannual); Dynamics (ESEAP)
Dziękuję Ci Joking
Share your experience in your community Followup
[slavic letter, looks like Russian] Joking
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Topic #2: ESEAP Got Talents

Aggregation Percentage Summary

Unrelated topic was mentioned in 55 comments 70.51%

Since this is the first question on our discussion and almost everyone is new to the menti-tool, most 
of comments in this questions are unrelated to Q1. Half of the participants were testing the tools 
with random words and other half was actually answering question for Topic #2 and #3. 

Support was mentioned in 18 comments 23.08%

Out of 23 comments related to ESEAP Got Talents, the majority of participants were supporting the 
ideas of ESEAP Got Talents and no one against the ideas. Two participants came out with some 
concrete plans, which are NZ representatives to join upcoming Wiki meetup in Sydney and WMAu 
will come to help edit-athon in NZ. Seven comments are emphasizing in making a CCM 
(Community Capacity Map) so that people know where to go for specific project or best-practice 
learning. Additionally, the emerging communities are welcoming everyone to help in their capacity 
building and becoming a chapter in the future. 

Related question was mentioned in 5 comments 11.90%

About 10% of the comments contained questions related to ESEAP Got Talents Idea. This is worth 
mentioning as we can actually help them to find this question. Regarding the funding, participant 
can apply for WMF rapid grant to fund their travel. To host a Wikimedian, a user group/chapter 
does not need to have an office - as long as you can have an experience to share, skill to be learnt, 
and/or a collaborative work to be done together, it will be more than enough. 

Data set total 78
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Topic #2: Communication channel

Aggregation Percentage Summary
Joking was mentioned in 12 comments 28.57% About 20% of the comments were sent for entertainment purposes.

Telegram was mentioned in 4 comments 9.52%
About 40% of the comments preferred chat platform. Telegram (4/16) and Whatsapp (6/16) were 
the most popular choices, followed by Facebook (3/16). Other chat-based platform including 
Kakaotalk, IRC, and Line were each mentioned once. Nevertheless, one comment expressed 
concern regarding spamming and noise in chat platform.

Whatsapp was mentioned in 6 comments 14.29%
Facebook was mentioned in 3 comments 7.14%

Other chat platforms was mentioned in 3 comments 7.14%

Wiki-based platform was mentioned in 5 comments 11.90%
About 10% of the comments support the wiki-based platform involving community calendar that will 
be updated and maintained by the community.

Mailing list was mentioned in 5 comments 11.90%

About 10% of the comments support using mailing list especially to convey important information 
as texts may easily get lost in the chat. One comment expressed conern about having to download 
and checking several applications regularly.

Other channel was mentioned in 3 comments 7.14% Other channels such as slack, viber, and face-to-face meet up were also mentioned.

Additional comments 5 11.90%

The inaccessibility of some platforms in certain countries was also concerning. Other suggestions 
include using several channels and avoiding English dominance by creating sub-channels for major 
language groups. One comment suggested the use of smaller groups for specific topic discussion 
such as grants application or technical issues.

Data set total 42
(Note: the number of comments do not add up to the data set total since some comments 
mentioned more than one channels
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Topic #3: What's Next

Aggregation Percentage Summary
Joking was mentioned in 14 comments 28.57% Almost 30% of the comments shows humor elements. This lights up the atmosphere.

Followup was mentioned in 10 comments 20.41%
About 20% of the comments indicates we should do the followup of the conference to see how it 
goes. One followup is a new initiative of photo uploading challenge.

Host (Indonesia) was mentioned in 4 comments 8.16%
The comments regarding which location to host the next conference are rather not concluded. 
There about totally 20% of comments mentioned this part. The top of the future host is Indonesia (4 
out of 7 comments), but there is also one comment prefer not in Indonesia again next year. 
Australia, Thailand, and Taiwan are all have 1 comment to support them as a host for the next 
conference. Worth mentioning that 2 comments indicates it is important to host in countries with a 
visa-free policy of the region.

Host (not Indonesia) was mentioned in 1 comments 2.04%
Host (Thailand) was mentioned in 1 comments 2.04%

Host (Taiwan) was mentioned in 1 comments 2.04%
Host (Australia) was mentioned in 1 comments 2.04%

 Host (visa-free countries) was mentioned in 2 comments 4.08%
Dynamics (ESEAP) was mentioned in 13 comments 26.53% Over 30% of the total comments mentioned the dynamics they want for the next conference. The 

majority of the comments (13 out of 15 comments) prefer stay in the same region of ESEAP as this 
year. 1 out of 15 comments want to focus only to SouthEast Asia. Another comment mentioned the 
unrepresented community of this year in the region should be focus in the next conference.

Dynamics (SEA) was mentioned in 1 comments 2.04%
Dynamics (unrepresented countries) was mentioned in 1 comments 2.04%

Scale (less then 100) was mentioned in 7 comments 14.29%
There are almost 15% of the total comments mentioned about the scale for the next conference. 
They all agree to stay small, some comments indicates less then 100 is the ideal number.

Frequency (biannual) was mentioned in 2 comments 4.08%

About the frequency of the conference is also mentioned in 2 comments, they would rather to have 
biannual then annual regional conference. 1 comment suggests that during between the 2 years of 
the conference, it is ideal to have Wikimedians exchange program.

Program (longer conference) was mentioned in 8 comments 16.33%

Over 30% of the total comments are related to program design for the next conference. 8 out of 18 
comments prefer a longer conference, such as 2.5 days rather then 1.5 days. Both longer time for 
sessions and more social events have 3 comments to support the ideas. There are also comments 
mentioned they want to have more translation, focus on collaboration, and invite more experienced 
Wikipedian to share in the next conference.

Program (longer session) was mentioned in 3 comments 6.12%
Program (more networking) was mentioned in 3 comments 6.12%

Program (translation) was mentioned in 1 comments 2.04%
Program (focus on collaboration) was mentioned in 1 comments 2.04%
Program (Wikimedian speakers) was mentioned in 1 comments 2.04%

Participation (open to non-scholarship reciever) was 
mentioned in 1 comments 2.04% One comment indicates to open to non-scholarship reciever to participate in the next conference.

Data set total 76


